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«
$ are already strong enough to throw off the bourgeoisie, 

even tomorrow. If we would only all stand united for com
munism. If the workers will remain In their dormant state, 
it is because we hare not yet conquered the cursed In
heritance of the rotten ideology within our own ranks.

sponsibility on the leaders of the Russian revolu
tion. How did they use this opportunity?

As a result of the Russian revolution the

From “The Modern Quarterly’’ 
(Continued fronrlast issue). 1 '

S I said previously, in the last years before
the war it became^more and more evident (third) communist international was organized 
that European social democracy, while This new international was greeted with joy every- 

holding fast to the Marxian view on social reform where. The Russian Bolshevists, though they
A In other words, we have to fight first of afl the

• • enemy from within. ’ ’ In his opening speech at the 
second congress of the Communist International, 

forms were valueless except as stimuli to further munists, repeatedly assured us that the change in Zinoviev made plain what he thought the immedi- 
stniggle which should culminate in the social re- name did not signify a change in theory or tactics—

practically abandoned the Marxian stand that’ re- changed their name from social democrats to comèa at«task of the communist movement to be : It is to
volution ; from a means to goal (the social reyo- they were as they had been, Marxists. Steklov 
lntion), social reforms became a goal in themselves, wrote a brochure, published by the Soviet govern- 
lt was evident that socialism daily lost more and nient, to show that the new liante was adopted only 
more of its revolutionary character. The révolu- as a defensive measure, so that the masses, who 
tionary minorities in the various European parties, knew little about the differences that existed he

ight not the capitalists but the social democrats. 
"Our fight against the second international, he 
said, “is not a fight between two factions of the same 
revolutionary proletarian movement, it is not a 
fight between different streams within the .same

as well as in this country, organized themselves in tween the various factions of the movement, would 
“left wings” and fought against these tendenei

class* it Ls practically a class struggle.” This fight 
not confuse the revolutionary Marxists with the op- afrainst all othor socialists (and in this fight no diff- 

but without success The mass had either too much portunists. The organizing of the new international ,,renee was made between the “right” and the
confidence in their leaders and followed them meant, consequently, the reunion of all the révolu- center”), has gone so much over the limits that
blindly, or lost all confidence in them and went ever tionary forces of the proletariat. Unity
to the syndicalists. The left wing of the socialist gently needed at that moment, and there were no
movement, however, was not against the actual ac
tivities of the movement, but what they demanded ))ring this about. But already at the first congress 
was more revolutionary education for the masses.
All we do now must be in the form of preparations

l Lenin saw fit to rebuke his comrades for their ex
cessive zeal. In his letter to the United Communist 
Party of Germany (August, 1921) he says:

was ur-

others besides the Russian communists who could

Some exaggerated the fight against the center, over
stepped the bounds somewhat, thus transforming the fight 
into a sport and compromising revolutionary Marxism.

of the communist, international it became apparent 
that what the communists contemplated' was not 
international unity of the proletariat, but inter
national strife within the movement. Their slogan 
became, not “workers of the world unite,” but 
“socialists of the world exterminate each other.”

for the coming revolution.

" The fight against socialist heresy finally became 
a kind of “witch hunting” process, even within the 
communist ranks. They also began to split and 
fight each other, and they have continued to keep 

ju». this “revolutionary activity” fo the present day.
Why has the communist international taken this 

attitude? Is it because the communist leaders are 
bad men or dishonest ? Or have not the interests 
of the proletarian class struggle in their hearts? 
Certainly not. The communist leaders are neither 
had nor dishonest ; they are positively well-meaning, 
revolutionary socialists whose tactics were dictated 
to them by the singularity of the situation. This 
singularity was the complete hegemony of the Rus
sian Bolshevists over the Communist International ; 
the same people who were the leaders of the Russian 
Soviet government also became the leaders of the 
Communist International ; the same men who had to 
fight the battles of the Soviet republic also had to 
fight the battles of the International Communist 
movement.

It goes without saying . . that all socialists will lend 
their assistance to all elements of the population that are 
fighting against reaction In favor of labor legislation and
reform, but it xloes'bot follow that they should consider This may seem exaggeration, but the facts I shall

■' f adduce will maye jthat^it ij^uyt. ^ The. (ip»t duty, of, 
the communiste all ovck the world was declared to

this tij®r ’ Thus one of the lefts summed up their position 
in 1912. It is possible that this cleavage between 
right and left might have gone on for years with
out causing a split, but that finally this split would 
have had to come we cannot question.

lie a splitting of the parties to which they belonged 
if they could not get-control over them ; and if they 
could get control,, to expel every one that did not 
agree with them even in the slightest measure. The 
communist international could have had as ita

I
-

The war, with the great betrayal of -the priu- members the largest and most important parties in 
eiples of the largest and oldest socialist parties, Europe Thc independent Social Democrats of Ger- 
causcd the split to come sooner than it would have

!
?

many, at that time a large and powerful and really 
a revolutionary party; the French United Socialist 

At" the moment wlfen the Russian revolution party, the Italian Socialist party, even the Socialist 
triumphed, the socialist movement in Europe and party of America, and many other parties applied 
America had not yet been split, but it had been de- for admission, but the communist international re- 

• lhoralized and disorganized. The workers had lost all fused them. It preferred the splitting up of these 
confidence in their leaders. They felt themselves parties, the organizing of small and powerless eom- 
fooled and betrayed beyond hope. Even those who munist sects, to the reunion of all socialist forces. I 
before believed that the war was a war for de- know some one will now ask, “Should Lenin and 
mocracy, a war to end war, and had therefore ap- Sheidman, Trotsky-and Noske have reunited?” No, 
plauded their leaders who helped to fool them, had they should not have. Socialists of the type of 
already discovered their mistake. In the European Sheidman and Noske would not have entered the

!
under other conditions.r
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These men had, at the time when the new In
ternational was born, not only an actual war with 
the whites, but also a theoretical war with all other 
socialists.
that the pamphlets of Plechanoff and Kautsky, of 
Martov and Bauer, were more dangerous for them 
than the guns of the white guards, or the blockade 
of the imperialist governments. Their socialist op
ponents attacked them especially Wn three points:

(1) That no social revolution could be made suc
cessfully by an armed minority.

(2) That socialism could not be established in an

Si-
They considered, and I think rightly,international even had they been invited. Theycountries, especially in the defeated ones, starva

tion and disease were added. The workers were en- would not have keen admitted if they would have 
raged, they were anxious to do something desperate, applied for admission. But this Sheidman-Noske 
but what? Their leaders could not suggest any- type of socialist could have been positively isolated 
thing to them but patience. In the midst of all this anJ made harmless by the united front of all revoln- 
came the Russian revolution. The Russian workers, tionary socialists. One of the famous 21 points 
a small minority of them, took up arms and did that if any one disagreed with even one point, or 
what the workers of the world had always dreamed with any of the theses and resolutions of the com 
of—why not imitate them? Why not emulate them? munist international, he should be expelled. What

the result? The most important parties in Eur- economically undeveloped country.
(3) That the Soviet government would not be

amination of whether the objective conditions were real opportunists were given the chance to unite their able to hold out long against the capitalist coun- 
ripe for such an act. Their leaders, those who had forces and to 'demonstrate to the workers that the tries of the world. The logical way for the Bol- 
not betrayed them, knew very weH that what had revolutionists are nothing but sectarians, fighting sberviki would have been for 'them to have drawn 
been achieved in Russia could not, at least at that each other- over hairsplitting differences. At the" the attention of their critics to the specific Russian 
time, be achieved in any other country. They tried Convention of the Independent Social Democratic conditions, conditions so unique, which could not be 
to explain it to the worker* of their respective conn- Party of Germany in 1921, in Halle, a delegate found anywhere else. But the Bolsheviki, who were 
tries, but the workers had no more Confidence in asked Zinoviev, who came to split the party, “Why distinguished for their revolutionary romanticism— 

_ them. • If the Russians could, why couldn’t they? not unite instead of splitting?” To this Zinoviev an^eaatiemm—chose the opposite way. They made 
Sothey reasoned.. The Russians suddenly became replied: a i$*ie out of necessity ; they amply rationalised
til tieir eyes, the saviour* of socialism. The Run- ^ , thijbfwxperienoe and satisfied themselves that what

/•tog. and thohe who allied themsefre* with them - hadhèe* do^in^Rusâa could
*dp»d their confident They waited for them to Yea_ * tt wo^d be ve, *ne as* very deSbahle. “ econommally undeveloped
tey them what to do. History placed a great re- but ts our regret it Is not posable as yet The worker» r | Continued on page 8)
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Ijarge masses, starving and disappointed could was ^
not be expected to occupy theriiselves with the ex- ope wore split, torn to pieces by inner strifes. Thei'
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